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"Running On Empty—Running Blind" Jackson Browne

The US sows chaos, to make nations cut ties with Russia/China—each of which is sur-
rounded by US Intelligence meddling, purposed to drive a wedge in BRICS/Belt Road. 
Before the destruction of NordStream 2, Europe and Russia were aligning in terms of 
energy, while at the same time the EU was involved in talks with China on Belt/Road.

The US/Israel supported Hamas in the 2006 election because Hamas opposed the 
2-state solution—as did Israel. The US could care-less about Palestine—just as they 
care-less about Russian speakers in Donbas—and  half a million dead Ukrainians.

The horror of back and forth massacres in Palestine, perpetrated mostly by Israel, is 
a consequence of US foreign policy, to sow dissent/create chaos in far reaches of the 
world where we don't exist. Through threats, we take control. When necessary, we 
conduct regime change. To this end, we support Israeli lawlessness in the Middle East.   

But not solely in the Middle East. The US has strewn chaos and fear of sustainability 
throughout the EU with the destruction of energy supply and hosting a proxy war 
against Russia in Ukraine. Surveying a world map shows US intelligence/military hard 
at it, encircling Russia, China, Iran (whomever), with insurrections along their borders.

It's hard time that Americans wake up to the reality that we, for decades, have been 
the subjects of 'hypnotizing propaganda' from the powers that be, designed to lull us 
into somnolence—to the point where we become unaware of the realities around us.

In reality, Iran has put little effort into nuclear bomb-making. Russia wants little more 
than working relationships and trade with the West—and having security concerns ad-
dressed. China's main goal is business and trade—with a 'win-win' for all the partners.

What if, Iran/China/Russia, while accused of terrorism/anti-democracy, are acting to 
support sovereign rights of nations? What if the US is not the  'flame of democracy'?

What if we are the bad guys, and RFK Jr. speaks for unabashed imperialism with Is-
rael—because they provide us a forward base to control the region, and share their de-
fense shield technology. And, given imperialism, human suffering is sadly unavoidable?

As an unfortunate backdrop to our mission of chaos, Putin and Xi do not take the 
bait—instead they exhibit unfathomable patience in 'playing their hands'. Russia saw 
early on that a change in tactics, beckoning Ukraine into its meat grinder, would de-
stroy advancing forces with few Russian casualties. Xi, with no plans to invade Taiwan, 
has played a waiting game, building up China's military, while not 'striking a match'.



What Putin and Xi know, is that US hegemony is done for, along with its economy. 
It's just a matter of time before it suffers consequences at home—from its own actions.

As tragic was the devastation caused for Israel on October 7th, I can't but wonder 
how is was possible for 2000 Hamas fighters to do what they did? And how the attack 
dovetails to deflect attention from a US/NATO Ukraine defeat and economic collapse.

There is growing perception that a neutered US has unleashed a vicious Netanyahu 
to act-out a long-term, land-grab aggression against Gaza, which needs to be accom-
plished soon because, Israel/US have surrounded themselves with enemies—raising 
the possibility of Israeli extinction and a US, driven from empire to 3rd-world nation sta-
tus. For the 1st time, this could end in Israeli defeat and the dreaded  2-state solution.

Netanyahu (Israel) has never supported a 2-state solution. Even with 'land for peace' 
proposals 700,000 Jewish settlers pursued a policy of taking Gaza 'land for nothing'.

The US has enjoyed an alliance with Israel, unmatched in the modern world. With 
Israel able to conduct unsupervised attacks on Syria, Lebanon, and Gaza/West Bank 
(occupied Palestine), US weakness functions to serve Netanyahu's expansion mission.

October 7th shows how bad-off is the Israeli military, or worse, they were for-warned. 
If the IDF is now as bad-off as the US military (which was defeated by sheepherders in 
sandals), its enemies, having grown in strength and military prowess, must be taking 
heart. And, if the West knew that an Hamas attack was in the offing—that echoes 9/11. 

And what is Israel's take on Israeli hostages? Why does Israel not negotiate for its 
hostages? It is because 1000s of Palestinians are being held in Israel without charges 
(defined as hostages), that Hamas would demand the return of, in any prisoner swap.

The patience of China/ Russia must be infuriating to a dying empire. Normalization 
between nations comes before problems get solved. Both Israel and the US are losing 
the ability to normalize. Regional players may impose a 2-state solution on Israel by 
changing 'the facts on the ground'. In a like manner, the rest of the world will soon im-
pose multipolarity on a US, 'running on empty—running blind', against that outcome.

You can't have a cease-fire when the desired result is chaos. Instead, you call for a 
'humanitarian pause', whatever the hell that is? Humanitarian pause is best described 
as 'brutality with impunity'. It won't air on CNN, but Palestinians have rights under UN 
Charter to take up arms against 'occupiers'—which Israel is. And, though Hamas uses 
terrorist tactics, it is not widely recognized internationally as a terrorist organization. 

With the US military viewed as a neutered dog and Israel driven by a 'blind 
tyrant' (serving longer than any PM), who's objectives include, not just Gaza and the 
West Bank, but include Lebanon, Syria, maybe Iran, Benjamin Netanyahu is the em-
bodiment for expansionism that Xi and Putin are being falsely accused/proxy-warred.  

The US is responsible for globalism, and pursuant to that end, is investing in divi-
siveness with erstwhile allies, and now within its own borders. The supposed enemies, 
Russia and China (don't forget Trump), are nationalists with no 'one-world' leanings.  

Given the 'facts on the ground', it's inevitable that the US loses to the East/South—
the BRICS—aligned with China. Consider the 'Great Depression' when Italians, Irish, 
blacks, and Jews came to dominate boxing in the US: living under humiliation and pri-
vation they were motivated. Nothing could keep them from standing over opponents.

Rules-Based 'International' Order is 'contradictory hubris' for non-accepting 'inalien-
able rights' for all. Remember: Semites are sons of Noah—Jews/Arabs/Palestinians.

Get my articles by email, with a request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. Thank you.


